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Nearly all consumers shop mass merchandisers and
growth is expected to continue, but loyalty is generally low
among mass shoppers, even among some of those who
shop the channel the most frequently. As pressure
increases from competition outside the channel, mass
merchandisers need to address evolving consumer
expectations in order to stay relevant.

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Mass shoppers driven by price, resulting in low loyalty
Competition is rising outside the channel

Retailers should leverage their private label brands and continue to offer convenient and flexible
shopping options both online and off-line to stay relevant and foster more loyalty among shoppers.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Income plays a role in consumers’ purchase decisions
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Retailers Shopped
Nearly all consumers shop mass and more continue to do so online
Figure 18: Retailers shopped, October 2017
Young adults shop the most and they shop around
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Figure 19: Retailers shopped, by age and income, October 2017
Parents a key mass customer, even among less-shopped retailers
Figure 20: Retailers shopped, parental status by presence of children, October 2017
Hispanics shopping at major players more than non-Hispanics are
Figure 21: Retailers shopped, by race and Hispanic origin, October 2017

Frequency of Shopping
Frequency is split nearly even between heavy and moderate shoppers
Figure 22: Frequency of shopping, October 2017
Hispanics are frequent shoppers, Blacks are more moderate
Figure 23: Frequency of shopping, by race and Hispanic origin, October 2017
Who’s shopping more and who’s shopping less?
Figure 24: Frequency of shopping, by gender and age, October 2017

Items Purchased
Grocery items, beauty, and clothing are top purchases
Figure 25: Items purchased, October 2017
Women, especially moms, are fulfilling grocery needs at mass
Figure 26: Items purchased, by select demographics, October 2017
Men are turning to mass for their fashion needs
Figure 27: Items purchased, by select demographics, October 2017
Hispanics shopping mass for fashion and decor
Figure 28: Items purchased, by race and Hispanic origin, October 2017

Attitudes toward Mass Merchandisers
Competitive prices and product selection lure shoppers to the channel
Figure 29: Attitudes toward mass merchandisers, October 2017
Certain heavy shoppers are less likely to be loyal
Figure 30: Attitudes toward mass merchandisers and frequency of shopping, by parental status, October 2017
Shoppers across income levels are buying store brands
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Blacks are influenced by price, less likely to be loyal
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Perceptions of Mass Merchandisers
Most consumers associate mass merchandisers with value and product selection, but some negative perceptions plague retailers
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Young women view Target as more hip and upscale, with good value and products
Figure 36: Perceptions of mass merchandisers – Target, by gender and age, October 2017
Older, lower-income consumers feel Walmart offers good value and ample products
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Figure 37: Perceptions of mass merchandisers – Walmart, by age and income, October 2017
Dads perceive Kmart as having good value and product selection, as well as easy store layouts
Figure 38: Perceptions of mass merchandisers – Kmart, by parental status, October 2017
Young men have positive perceptions of Meijer’s store environment, brands, and customer service
Figure 39: Perceptions of mass merchandisers – Meijer, by gender and age, October 2017

Influencers to Encourage More Shopping
Loyalty rewards and speedy checkouts and deliveries could drive more shopping
Figure 40: Influencers to encourage more shopping, October 2017
Parents, especially moms, want better rewards
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Self-checkouts and flexible delivery options appealing to younger shoppers
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